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A LETTER FROM

DAVID BELLE, FOUNDER
it all we have also experienced tremendous joy
and satisfaction. The strength of human spirit,
the generosity of friends and supporters, and
the deep, deep desire amongst team members
to succeed in building something enduring and
truly empowering has carried us through the
best and most horrific of times.
The further we go, the more I understand that
we are really just at the tip of the iceberg. With
success the possibilities only become greater and
the tasks become clearer: providing free access to
great technical education for the most talented
and deserving creates jobs in new industries and
supports independent entrepreneurs who gain
brighter futures for themselves, their families,
their communities and eventually the nation.
The potent combination of creativity, training,
technology and commerce is clearly working.

F

our and half years ago Ciné Institute was
an idea; our main focus then was carrying
out an annual film festival in Jacmel. From that
hard work and the festival’s success a new idea
spawned and today we now have a young and
thriving film school that has created hundreds
of job opportunities and dozens of new careers
in a nation largely paralyzed by the lack of
opportunity.
While many major steps in our journey have
often required herculean sacrifices, throughout

Trust has been a key ingredient to our success
thus far. Trust in our ideas, trust in ourselves to
honestly evaluate our strengths and weaknesses,
trust in our colleagues and our partners to stand
firm, and most importantly trust in the inherent
talent and capacity of Haiti’s youth.
It is my honor to present to you, our partners and
supporters, our most recent Annual Report. This will
introduce you to points in our operation that you may
not be aware of and also statistics and testimonies
that provide a fuller picture of how we work.

In the following pages you will also hear from
people who have contributed their time and
talent to growing our educational curriculum
and from some of the young people who are
benefiting from our programs.
We are optimistic about what we have
accomplished with so little and we are excited
about our future. I hope this enthusiasm inspires
you to find new and creative ways to strengthen
our mission, as together we must ensure an everbrighter future for Haiti’s creative youth and
industries.
While this report encompasses our activities
during the 2011 year, I am eager to share an early
2012 major development with you. Thanks to the
generous support of Artists for Haiti, an initiative
launched by Ben Stiller and David Zwirner, Ciné
Institute is purchasing our 4.5 acre campus in
Meyer, thus allowing us to truly begin to plan
long term for our future. Please read more about
these plans in this report.
With gratitude and great hope,

David Belle
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Ciné Institute brings together local and international leaders
in film and education to grow Haiti’s film industry.

We believe Haiti’s future lies in the hands of its youth. We aim to
foster the economic and social revival of the nation by providing
young people with access to a university film program and new
employment opportunities.

Currently, less than 1% of Haitian high school graduates can afford to attend
university. As a result, the nation is severely crippled, producing too few leaders,
too few professionals and very limited new industry and innovation. To address this
urgent and fundamental national need, modern post secondary degree programs
must be created and made accessible to Haiti’s industrious youth.

CINÉ INSTITUTE PROGRAMS

CINÉ LEKOL

CINÉ SERVICES

CINÉ SUPPORT

Tuition-free, university training in film and television
production, cinema studies, audiovisual technical
training and media related micro-enterprise
management. The two-year program forms
writers, producers, directors, cinematographers,
sound recordists, production designers and editors
specialized in commercial film production.

An employment and income generating division
where students, graduates, the Institute and
our community-at-large directly benefit from
commercial production contracts. Advertising
campaigns, events, music videos, public service
announcements, documentaries, television programs
and feature films are all produced.

Entrepreneurial students and graduates are
provided with the resources necessary to turn their
own projects into reality. For young filmmakers, first
projects often are made at great personal sacrifice
with few resources. We provide these projects with
the basic infrastructure and equipment needed to
get them made.

TRAINING

JOBS

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
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BOARD AND STAFF

Local and international artists, industry leaders and
Haiti advocates make up our boards.

BOARD MEMBERS

ADVISORY BOARD

David Belle (USA)

Alec Sash (USA)

Elisabeth De Kergorlay (France)

Manel Vaqué (Spain)

Elisabeth Hayes (USA)

Andrew Bigosinski (Poland / USA)

Goli Samii (Iran)

Marc Baptiste (Haiti)

Sylvie Roy Handal (Haiti)

Ann Bresnan (USA)

Jean Michel Dissard (France)

Michael Stahl David (USA)

Harry Hjardemaal (Haiti)

Barton Brooks (USA)

Jimmy Jean Louis (Haiti)

Michèle Pierre-Louis (Haiti)

Bernard Weber (Switzerland)

Jonathan Stack (USA)

Moran Atias (Israel)

Cameron Bailey (Canada)

Kate Hobbs (USA)

Nathan Jenden (UK)

Clare & Steve Drobny (USA)

Kevan Bean (USA)

Olivia Wilde (USA)

Dr. Paul Farmer (USA)

Lori Manuel (Haiti)

Paul Haggis (Canada)

Edwidge Danticat (Haiti)

Luis Tosar (Spain)

Tunde Kelani (Nigeria)
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STAFF AND OUR COMMUNITY

Ciné Institute is a source of pride for Jacmel because of the cultural and economic
impact we are having in the community. 84% of our full time employees come
from the community. In addition, graduates and residents frequently benefit
economically from the production work we generate in the community.

David Belle, Founder

Lydia Zimmerman, Film Theory Teacher

Marie Andre Jerome, Café

Paula Hyppolite, Director, Ciné Lekol

Lina Maria Tovar Rubin, Technical Film Teacher

Ricot Augustin, Grounds Maintenance

Andrew Bigosinski, Director, Ciné Services + Technical Supervisor

Priscille Pernier, English Teacher

Rigaud Mathieu, Grounds Maintenance

Fritzner Simeus, Camera Department Supervisor

Andrelon Louis-Jeune, Grounds Maintenance

Guy Marie Jean Louis, Audio Department Coordinator

Jacqueline Antitone, Housekeeping

Manasse Fortune, Post Production Coordinator

Christianie Antitone, Housekeeping

Junior Jovin, Grip & Electric Department Manager

Claude Gilles, Security

Donald Charles, Video Library Manager + Production Supervisor

Alin Andris, Security

Sylvio Kant Juste, Campus Beautification

Fritzner Baptiste, Security

Godly Prevot, Driver

Bertholino Boulin, Security

Hermes Marco, Pedagogical Director
Leslie Norville, Development Director
Oisin Muldowney, Financial Advisor
Nathalie Brunet, Local Partnerships
Jessica Dorce, Administrative Assistant
Patricia Gabriel Guerrier, Student Affairs
Isaac Pierre Racine, Film Theory Teacher

Annette Dumola, Kitchen
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EMPLOYMENT

Ciné Services is the Institute’s employment and income generating division where students,
graduates, the Institute and our community-at-large directly benefit from commercial
production contracts. Advertising campaigns, event and music videos, public service
announcements, documentaries, television programs and feature films are all produced.

2011 CLIENTS
Arcade Fire

Donna Karan

JJ Biasuccio

PSI-Haiti

Black Entertainment Television (BET)

Frantz Hackl Foundation

Jn Michel Dissard

Red Cross

Artists for Peace and Justice

Gabriel London

Breuninger

Spirit Lake Films

BrandAID Project

George Washington University Elliot School

MAC AIDS Fund

Swiss Solidarity

Clinton Foundation

Google Inc.

Macy’s

UNDP

Communion

Greif Inc.

Manus Hovedfilm

UNICEF

Concert Jazzy Blue

Inter-American Foundation (IAF)

Marc Baptiste

USAID/HIFIVE

Crowing Rooster Arts

J/P HRO

Medicos del Mundo-España

Urban Zen Foundation

Devan Documentaire

Brasserie Nacional d’Haiti

Patti McIntosh

Ville et Communauté Urbaine de Strasbourg
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EMPLOYMENT

Ciné Institute produced our recent ad campaign in
Jacmel. It was shot by Russell James and featured
Adriana Lima. Ciné handled every detail in country for
us. They also opened the doors to Haiti’s beauty and
magic. I am so proud of the work we all created together.
Ciné Institute’s values of education, creativity, jobs and
commerce are very dear to my heart and so clearly a
major aspect of what Haiti needs and deserves.

Donna Karan
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IMPACT
IN 2011, CINÉ SERVICES INVOICED

AVERAGE DAILY WAGE

$200,000

AVG. HAITIAN $2.00
CINÉ INSTITUTE CREW $65.00

AND CREATED OVER

300

*

UNIQUE FILM-RELATED JOBS

ANNUAL INCOME
HAITI PER CAPITA GDP $733
CINÉ INSTITUTE GRAD $6000

*This figure does not include the hundreds of jobs created for the community.
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IMPACT

I graduated from Ciné Institute in 2011 and
was hired by J/P HRO, a leading international
organization working in Haiti. I am their staff
videographer. My training ensured that I can
deliver quality work. J/P HRO is happy with my
contributions. Ciné Institute provided me with the
essential knowledge and abilities for filmmaking.
Those skills will carry me through all I aim to
accomplish.
Keziah Jean, Class of 2011
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FINANCIALS
JANUARY 1,2011 - DECEMBER 31, 2011
2011 FUNDING SOURCES
9.3%
37.4%

2011 RESOURCE ALLOCATION
6%

PUBLIC SUPPORT

26.1%

GRANTS

46%

CONTRIBUTION & INCOME RECEIVABLES*

ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

35%

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES

27.1%

13%

JOB CREATION PROGRAMS
FUNDRAISING

*Grants and contributions made to Ciné Institute as of
December 31, 2011, but not yet collected as of that date.

CINÉ INSTITUTE OPERATING BUDGET
A.

INCOME

PUBLIC SUPPORT
2) GRANTS
3) COMMERCIAL REVENUE
4) CONTRIBUTION & INCOME RECEIVABLES
1)

B.

$79,661
$224,886
$233,789
$321,692
TOTAL: $860,028

EXPENSES

ADMINISTRATION
2) PROGRAM EXPENSES
3) FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
1)

$83,514
$525,601
$40,028
TOTAL: $649,142
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STUDENTS
Young men and women come from across Haiti to study at the country’s
only film school. They represent some of the brightest and most creative
youth in the country.

CLASS OF 2013

In the summer of 2011 the Institute offered admission to our program to 36 young Haitians.
The successful candidates were selected from an application pool of hundreds of hopefuls.

Amirald Jean Claude Gaspard
Anderson Gernevil
Benedict Ambroise
Betty Toussaint
Calito Julio Saint Fleur
Charline Augustin
Christien Sylvaince
Edeline Philogene
Emmanuel Jean
Ernst Figaro
Fabrice Pierre
Farah Raymond Fils
Giordany Jean-Jacques
Jean Marcaisse Bellegarde
Jerry Content
Joanna Thermitus
Johane Metivier
Lovelie Pierre

SEX

AGES

HOMETOWNS

30-35

FEMALE 15
MALE 21

Luc Junior Segur
Macnally Colin
Marc Henry Valmond
Melchicede Luxama
Melinda Lafaille
Miguel Alvarez
Milouse Emmanuel
Myriam Iramene Nelson
Nadia Jean Louis
Nasser Philippe
Ossela Cherry
Ricardo Peronneau
Ricardo Tranquilin
Ronalde Cathiana Jean-Julien
Roudy Rigaud Marcelin
Stanley Felix Louis
Tamara Israel
YM Guy Robert Barjon

CAP-HAITIEN
LAFOND

35-40

MAISSADE
HINCHE
DESRUISSEAU

24-29 18-23

PORT-AU-PRINCE
JACMEL
COTE DE FER

MARIGOT
ANSE-A-PITRES

BAINET
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CLASS OF 2013
IN THEIR OWN WORDS
I was born and raised in Maissade, in the Central Plateau of Haiti. I completed high
school in 2009.
After high school, I worked in Hinche with the Papaye Peasant Movement, a grassroots
Haitian organization that works to address problems of food production, land
protection and viable peasant cooperatives. During my time there I saw a documentary
on the state of the environment in Haiti. The film deeply affected me and made me
passionate about what film can do. I now believe in the power of the camera and film
in communicating an idea and imparting knowledge and important information to
people en masse.

I’m looking forward to my time with Ciné Institute and
learning how to use film to help make change in my country.

Anderson Gernevil, Class of 2013
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GRADUATES JULY 2011

SEX

AGES

CAP-HAITIEN

HOMETOWNS

35-40

OUANAMINTHE

30-35

FEMALE 12

18-23

MALE 26
MALE

24-29

PORT-AU-PRINCE
VALLÉE DE JACMEL

JACMEL

CAP ROUGE
BAS CAP ROUGE

THIOTTE
CAYES-JACMEL MARIGOT GRAND GOSIER
TESSERRE
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GRADUATES
Alix Norbert
Screenwriting, Producing, Directing

Jean Rony Cesar
Cinematography, Producing, Directing

Marjorie Lafleur
Directing, Cinematography, Editing

Djuny Lys Cendra Guillaume
Directing, Cinematography, Editing, Production Design

Jean Shelly Thibaud
Screenwriting, Producing, Directing, Editing

Massena Cesar
Producing, Lighting and Grip, Sound Recording

Donald Charles
Screenwriting, Producing, Directing, Editing

Jean-Pierre Belony
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Directing

Olivier W. Divers
Cinematography, Editing

Edris Fortune
Cinematography, Screenwriting, Production Design

Joel Pierre-Louis
Cinematography, Producing, Editing

Pierre Luckson Bellegard
Screenwriting, Directing, Sound Recording

Enette Gregoire
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Editing

Junior Jovin
Lighting and Grip, Producing, Cinematography, Sound Recording

Ralphden Laurent
Producing, Production Design, Screenwriting, Directing

Franz Dominique
Sound Recording

Kéziah Jean
Cinematography, Screenwriting, Directing, Editing

Reginald Salnave
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Editing

Fréro Pierre
Screenwriting, Directing, Editing, Cinematography

Macdala Prevot
Screenwriting, Directing, Editing, Production Design

Rose Laure Charles
Producing, Cinematography, Sound Recording

Frida Casimir
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Editing

Manassé Fortuné
Sound Recording, Producing, Editing

Fritzner Siméus
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Editing

Marco Saint-Juste
Cinematography, Screenwriting, Directing

Guymarie Jean-Louis
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Editing

Marie Andrée Montisolle
Screenwriting, Cinematography, Sound Recording

Hermane Desorme
Screenwriting, Production Design, Directing

Marie Carmelle Paul
Cinematography, Sound Recording, Editing

Huguens Saintil
Cinematography, Screenwriting, Directing

Marie Lucie Dubreuse
Directing, Producing, Editing

Ilrique Perin
Directing, Sound Recording, Editing

Marie Mercie Andris
Sound Recording, Production Design, Editing

Sergo Pierre
Screenwriting, Sound Recording, Producing
Sergot Charles
Cinematography, Directing, Production Design
Vadim Janvier
Screenwriting, Directing, Producing, Editing
Widelande Edmé
Cinematography, Editing, Directing
Yrvelt Lamour
Cinematography, Directing, Lighting and Grip
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GRADUATES
IN THEIR OWN WORDS
I was born and raised in Jacmel, Haiti and before I became a student at Ciné Institute, I
worked as a papier mache artisan. My dream was to pursue studies in agriculture but as an
orphan, my sisters didn’t have the financial means to pay for my education.
I heard about Ciné Institute in 2008 but it wasn’t until I noticed a group of young people
filming in the streets of Jacmel that I was motivated to apply. My time at CI was amazing.
I learned technical training and gained valuable experience in the field of production, the
technical aspects of camerawork, sound recording, media management, grip and electrical,
and I had the opportunity to experience working closely and creatively with a team. But not
only that, I had the opportunity to travel. Before Ciné Institute, I had only been to Dominican
Republic but while at the Institute I went to French Guiana to represent the school at the
American Molo Man Film Festival. My next trip will be to New York to the premiere of a film
we just completed for UNDP.
Since graduation, I’ve worked with Ciné Services in the field of production. I have also organized
outdoor public projections with Fast Forward. I’m the Production Director and responsible for
all of the logistics of the screenings. Together with fellow graduates, I have also a started a
local production company called Nou Productions. Between my work with Ciné Services and Fast
Forward, I now earn between $1,000 and $1,500 a month. Before I had few job options in my
future. I now make enough money to pay for my brother’s tuition in the Dominican Republic. I also
just bought a piece of land and I am building my first house.

I feel confident because of the skills I acquired at CI. I now have daily
interaction with people I never would have had before. My life is now
bright and I see so many possibilities in my future!
“Bougon” Massena Cesar
Class of 2011
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CURRICULUM

Our curriculum has changed and improved since our inception. The first half of 2011 represented the final semester of
advanced training for the graduating class, including their thesis film projects. The second half of the year represented
the start of a newly designed two-year curriculum with full time teachers for the incoming class of 2013.

FINAL SEMESTER: CLASS OF 2011
10 GOURDES FILM

PRODUCTION DESIGN

Intensive and collaborative production exercise that required each student to produce
two short films with one day for preparation, one day to shoot and one day to edit.
Nearly 80 short films were made in two months. Students were given 10 gourdes –
approximately 0.25¢ /0.18€ to produce each film.

This course examined the components of production design including: text
interpretation, scenery for studio, location, and color concepts, relationships between
the producers, crews and creative team.

ADVANCED SCREENWRITING

THESIS FILMS:

Writer/directors work-shopped, revised and completed their scripts in preparation
for production of final thesis films.

Workshops for directing and casting non-professional actors were combined with
preproduction planning and actual production of two 20-minute narrative films and
one feature length narrative.

ADVANCED CINEMATOGRAPHY

SUPPLEMENTAL CLASSES:

Complete immersion and training for DSLR using newly acquired Zeiss Prime Lenses
and post color grading.

•
•
•
•

Graphics, Marketing and Poster Design
Photoshop Visual Presentation Techniques
Blogging
Photography Workshops

TRIMESTER 1 (OCT – DEC): CLASS OF 2013
THEORY

TECHNICAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Introduction to Audiovisual Language
Introduction to Aesthetics and Visual Culture
Dramaturgy
Introduction to Film Editing
Audiovisual Genres
The Production Process
Film History

Photography
Photography Review and Evaluation
Introduction to Computers
English

CREATING COURAGE WORKSHOP
This workshop addresses self-doubt and creative paralysis and gives students
strategies to overcome fear during the creative process.

EDITING FINAL CUT WORSHOP
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Students were introduced to the basic operation of Final Cut Pro editing software.

LEARNING ABROAD
We encourage international opportunities for our students and graduates by fostering relationships with educational institutions and productions abroad. This critical
exposure to international standards and other cultures is life altering. Returning to Haiti is however a critical component to the conditions we set for international
exchange. Through a growing and diverse set of partnerships we are promoting individual student empowerment, development, understanding and responsibility.

LA FEMIS
Paris, France

ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL DE CINE Y TELEVISION
Havana, Cuba

STUDENTS OF THE WORLD
Austin, Texas

Widelande Edmé (Class of ‘11)

Reginald Salnave (Class of ‘11)

Marjorie Lafleur, Hermane Desorme, Sergo Pierre and Roselaure Charles (Class of ‘11)

Widelande Edmé attended La Fémis, a French state
school. The program of study took place over the course
of nine weeks and focused on documentary filmmaking
with each student creating a 10-minute short film.

Reginald was accepted to EICTV’s three year program
(September 2011 – June 2014) and is on full-scholarship.
EICTV is a world-famous training institution which is
situated just 30 miles outside Havana in San Antonio de
los Baños. EICTV was founded in 1986, in part by Gabriel
García Marquez, and is now known as a ‘Vatican for
Filmmakers’. Upon completion of his studies Reginald
plans to return to Haiti and teach at Ciné Institute.

Four Institute students had the opportunity to work with
Students of the World (SOW) on four documentaries
for the Clinton Bush Haiti Fund. The project involved
a three week shoot in Haiti and then a three-week
placement in Austin, Texas where they worked to edit
and finish the films.
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LEARNING ABROAD

RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
New Jersey, USA

CALL & RESPONSE
RISD, Rhode Island

ARTE
Strasbourg, France

Roselaure Charles (Class of ’11)

Class of 2011

Donald Charles, Manasse Fortune (Class of ‘11)

Roselaure received a full scholarship to Ramapo College
of New Jersey in the Digital Filmmaking concentration,
as part of their Communication Arts degree program.
Upon completion of her studies Roselaure plans to
return to Haiti and teach at Ciné Institute.

A collaborative video project with Rhode Island
School of Design TV school, whereby students
from each school produced and posted “Call
& Response” videos in an inter-cultural video
exchange program.

Graduates and current employees Donald Charles
and Manasse Fortune went to Strasbourg in the fall of
2011 to participate in a two-week long apprenticeship
at the headquarters of ARTE, a European TV channel
that aims to promote quality programming in areas
of culture and the arts. Donald and Manasse
worked under the tutelage of ARTE journalist Sophie
Rosenzweig.
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LEARNING ABROAD

IN THEIR OWN WORDS
I was born in Thiotte, located in the countryside of southern Haiti and spent my
youth in Port-au-Prince. I left my family after secondary school and went to Jacmel
where I spent two years at Ciné Institute. In my final months of the program, I was
notified there was an opportunity to study at Ramapo College in the United States.
The process was nerve-wracking. I had to be interviewed, take the SATs and pass a
language proficiency test. After a few months the results came back and learned I
was accepted to Ramapo’s Digital Filmmaking program on a full scholarship!
This is a huge opportunity for me. I never thought that I would leave Haiti and
now I’m in the United States, learning not just about filmmaking but another
culture. I am also meeting a lot of different people and perfecting my English. The
program is hard but my training at Ciné Institute has provided a strong base of
knowledge. I have no doubt I’m going to excel. On completion of my studies, I
will return and teach at Ciné Institute.

Roselaure Charles
Class of 2011
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FILMS

An integral part of our training is the production of films. All of our students have an opportunity to
work on film projects from inception to completion, giving them real world, practical experience.

DIX GOURDES FILMS
10G Films is an innovative and collaborative production exercise that was carried out in February 2011. Each student had one day to prepare, one
day to shoot, and one day to edit a film. Students were given 10 gourdes to produce each short (equivalent 0.25cents / 0.18€).
THE CHALLENGE: Create quality films with extremely limited resources.

‘The Umbrella’, Donald Charles
‘Le Nouveau Couple’, Jean-Pierre Belony
‘Le Productuer’, Edris Fortune
‘Inspiration Mystique’, Marie Carmelle Paul
‘Le Revers’, Pierre Luckson Bellgarde
‘Portable Saint’, Guy Marie Jean-Louis
‘Il et tait Un Fois’, Frida Casimir
‘Properte’, Marie Andree Montisolle
‘Apparence’, Fritzner Siméus
‘Toi et Moi’, Ennette Gregoire

‘Le Preuve Tangible’, Ilrique Perin
‘BOW’, Franz-Dominique Zoul
‘L’Obsede’, Marie Lucie Dubreuse
‘Coup de Foudre’, Widelande Edmé
‘Le Sang de la Nature’, Frero Pierre
‘Mais Toi Ma Fleur’, Jean Rony Cesar
‘Rire e Bien’, Djuny Lys Cendra Guillaume
‘Oups’, Joel Pierre-Louis
‘Suicide’, Sergot Charles
‘Mon Pere’, Sergo Pierre

‘Le Droge’, Manasse Fortune
‘Illusion’, Olivier W. Divers
‘Map Blow’, Rose Laure Charles
‘L’homme du Bar’, Vadim Janvier
‘MH’, Vadim Janvier
‘Elle M’a Donne la Cle’, Macdala Prevot
‘Bye Bye’, Marco Saint-Juste
‘Proteger et Servir’, Thibaud Shelly
‘PEK’, Keziah Jean
‘Critian’, Marie Merci Andris

‘Toup pou Yo’, Hermane Desorme
‘Suppresion a Jamai’, Junior Jovin
‘Renmen Tout’, Hugens Saintil
‘Le Bienfaiteur’, Alix Norbert
‘Ridiculous’, Yrvelt Lamour
‘J’ai Tue Ma Mere’, Ralphden Laurent
‘Miroir Blesse’, Hermane Desorme
‘Prescription’, Reginald Salnave
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FILMS
THESIS FILMS

In January 2011 students began production on their thesis films. These films will mark the official launch of Jollywood, Haiti’s answer to
Bollywood in India and Nollywood in Nigeria.

FEATURE

SHORTS

LITTLE HAITI

CANDELA

REINCARNATION (Post-production)

This is the story of Paul, a boy without a past. Paul
finds himself in a bind when he is unable to pay the
hospital bills for his beloved grandmother. After several
unsuccessful schemes, he turns to Gorilla, his former
foster brother and gang member in Little Haiti, who has
recently returned to Jacmel after a mysterious event
forced him to flee Miami.

A couple spend a night arguing over light. Remy is
drunk and all he wants to do is extinguish the light, but
his wife has other ideas. A cold war between lovers.

Reincarnation is the story of two lovers who defy the
hatred and discord between their families. It is also a
story situated between the real and the unreal that
explores themes of injustice, jealousy, repentance,
forgiveness, prophecy and superstition.

Director: Jean Shelly Thibaud
Producer: Cesar Jean Rony

Director: Keziah Jean
Producer: Junior Jovin

Director: Frero Pierre
Producer: Donald Charles
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FACULTY

Ciné Institute’s full-time and visiting faculty come from around the world to teach. A number of recent
Ciné Graduates have gone abroad to further their studies and will return to teach at the Institute in
three years, thus lessening the need for foreign staff over time.

2011 FULL-TIME FACULTY
Chloe Jenden (United Kingdom)
Thesis Film Production
Isaac Pierre Racine (Canada)
Film Theory Teacher
Lydia Zimmerman (Spain)
Film Theory Teacher
Lina Maria Tovar Rubin (Colombia)
Technical Film Teacher
Priscille Pernier (Haiti)
English Teacher

VISITING FACULTY
Ana Capelluto (Canada)
Andrew Freiband (USA)
Bernard Weber (Switzerland)
Camille Vizzavona (France)
Eric Idriss Kanago (Nigeria/France)

Felix Thompson (USA)
Franceso Sitges-Sarda (Spain)
Hermes Marco (Spain)
Jorge Sanchez Zapata (Spain)
Lolita Pille (France)

Nilo Zimmerman (Spain)
Paul Haggis (Canada)
Uxue Jimenez (Spain)
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FACULTY
IN THEIR OWN WORDS
Chloe Jenden

I

taught at Ciné Institute from January to August
2011. I was responsible for tutoring the students
through ‘10 Gourdes Films’ and in their final term
of the school I lead the graduating students through
the production of their final thesis films.
Using all the skills they learned over the course of
their education and honed in the ‘10 Gourdes Films’,
second term saw the students go forward to take up
crew positions on three final thesis films. Two short
films of 15-20 minutes in length and one feature film
were selected to go into production. These were the
films deemed to have the strongest narratives and to
be the most realistically achievable within the
limitations of the term.
Throughout my time there I witnessed the
competitive drive and overwhelming loyalty and
support amongst the students. During their time at
the school the students learned to become focused
and efficient, to push themselves and each other, to
communicate and share skills and information, to
work as a team while respecting hierarchy within the
production and also to question and test themselves.

Over the course of the eight months that I lived and
worked at the school, I realized the standard of
work, commitment and dedication demonstrated by
the group was impressively high.
Accompanying the students out on their shoots for
‘10 Gourdes Films’ in the town of Jacmel and the local
area allowed me to witness first hand the general
local sentiment towards Ciné Institute as well as the
intrinsic needs apparent in local community.
The film sets inevitably drew large crowds and huge
amounts of interest. People were more than willing
to provide free locations or cheap meals whilst
offering their acting skills. It seems the community
has faith in the prospect of the students developing
a local industry, which will, in time, alleviate local
economic and social issues by providing education
opportunities employment and even helping to tackle
the dilemma of youth aspirations and ambition.
When it came to shooting the thesis films the students
were given budgets and with their kit and equipment
transportation costs already covered they were able

to provide local drivers, cooks, tailors, craftsmen
and proprietors with some much valued financial
return. Even in some cases, where budgets allowed,
actors were paid for their time which really helped
the local community to visualize the possibilities of a
flourishing Haitian film industry and the benefits of
the continued development and support of the Ciné
Institute in their area.
For me, the experience was incredibly inspiring
and taught me a great deal about the expansive
imaginations, ingenuity, endurance and potential
of the students at the school and that of the local
community. I shot my own short film while I was
there, using the students as crew. I am currently
developing a feature project that I hope to realize in
Haiti in the very near future in collaboration with the
Ciné Institute and it’s graduates. I would return

in an instant, it was not only the students
who blossomed, in retrospect I feel I too
have grown and bloomed as a person and
a filmmaker as a result of my time working
at the Ciné Institute and living in Haiti.

THE FUTURE

Our model of combining education with economic development through creative
industry is working. We are working to broaden our impact.

THE ARTISTS INSTITUTE OF HAITI
brings together local and international leaders in film, music, photography, art, design and technology with renowned educators to create
the first free college for the underser ved creative communit y. It is a place of learning, beaut y, creativit y, employment, innovation, and
opportunit y all rooted in the potent combination of CREATIVITY, TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCE.
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THE FUTURE

MISSION

DIVISIONS

STRUCTURE

Create state-of-the-art opportunities for Haiti’s
underprivileged youth through training and
employment in the arts and technology so as to
foster entrepreneurship and business development
in local creative industries.

• FILM

• TRAINING

• MUSIC

• EMPLOYMENT

• ARTISANS

• PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

• PHOTOGRAPHY
• GRAPHICS + WEB
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THE CAMPUS

F

ive miles west of Jacmel in the village of Meyer is the
Institute’s campus. A former hotel property, following
the 2010 earthquake the Institute took it over and
transformed it into our headquarters.
Set at the mouth of a cove on the Caribbean Sea it is a
magnificent setting with enormous growth potential. The
secure 4.5 acre property houses all Institute training,
employment and production divisions, including faculty
lodging, with ample room for expansion.
As we develop the site campus further, we will do so
following the fundamentals of local traditional spatial
planning and building design. LAKOU is a creole word
that represents traditional rural Haitian lifestyle. Literally

it means yard, however it represents much more. A lakou
consists of a cluster of buildings that collectively serve the
needs of family and multiple Lakous make up a village
and community. A Lakou houses multiple generations
of a family who share areas for shelter, shade, food,
water, chores, crops, commerce, games, hobbies,
livestock, storytelling and worship. The Institute’s campus
and expansion will be planned in this same tradition,
creating an artist’s lakou, where filmmakers will eventually
work alongside photographers, composers, musicians,
designers and artisans, collectively and collaboratively
restoring the nation’s great artistic traditions while
forging new contemporary livelihoods.
As we grow, we will build with local labor and materials,

in keeping with rural traditions of thatch roofs, bamboo,
wood, stone, and Haitian adobe and then where necessary
for our technologically demanding program, integration
of alternative and modern cutting edge construction.
The campus will be green in every way possible –
from solar and wind turbine power, energy efficient
appliances, and reusable water, to composting, and
edible gardens of organic ingredients for meals. Even a
medicinal garden will be planted.
This haven of learning, creativit y, commerce and
opportunit y will embody practices and ethics of
conservation, cultural preservation, community service,
innovation, sustainability and economic justice.
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DONORS

Ciné Institute is sustained by a network of Haitian and international foundations and individuals without whose support our
programs could not exist. We are working to grow and diversify our funding sources in order to increase our sustainability. Longterm funding to stabilize annual revenue is critical. The creation of an endowment to guarantee longevity is our ultimate goal.

THE INSTITUTE IS IMMENSELY GRATEFUL TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO MADE 2011 POSSIBLE:

Inter-American Foundation

Artists for Peace and Justice

Kay Armatage

Crowing Rooster Arts, Inc

Anonymous

Matthew Marek

Göteborg International Film Festival Fund

Berwind

Sarah Gottesdiener

Manel Vaque

Full Sail University

Global Film Network

Hedge Against Poverty

National Black Programming Consortium

Martha Weaver

Urban Zen Foundation

Chervenak-Nunnallé Foundation, Inc

Alexander Wittig

Bill and Ann Bresnan Foundation

David Carnahan

Cameron Bailey

Elisabeth de Kergorlay

Gladstone Hotel (c/o Jonathan Demme)

Fenella Belle

FOKAL

Josephine McMahon

Kristin Beekman

Harry Hjardemaal

Sam Gilberd

Roman Rath

Diller - von Furstenberg Family Foundation

Bloomington for Haiti

Braginsky Foundation

Kate Hobbs

Seith Mann

Karl Popper Foundation

Global Syndicate

Daniel and Regine Glass
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Sak vid pa kanpe

An empty sack can’t stand up.
(Haitian proverb)
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